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Information Theory-Based Shot Cut/Fade Detection
and Video Summarization
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Abstract— New methods for detecting shot boundaries in video
sequences and for extracting key frames using metrics based on
information theory are proposed. The method for shot boundary
detection relies on the mutual information (MI) and the joint
entropy (JE) between the frames. It can detect cuts, fade-
ins and fade-outs. The detection technique was tested on the
TRECVID2003 video test set having different types of shots
and containing significant object and camera motion inside the
shots. It is demonstrated that the method detects both fades and
abrupt cuts with high accuracy. The information theory measure
provides us with better results because it exploits the inter-frame
information in a more compact way than frame subtraction. It
was also successfully compared to other methods published in
literature. The method for key frame extraction uses mutual
information as well. We show that it captures satisfactorily the
visual content of the shot.

Index Terms—shot boundary detection, entropy, mutual infor-
mation, detection accuracy, video segmentation, video analysis,
key frame extraction.

I. INTRODUCTION

INDEXING and retrieval of digital video is an active
research area. Video segmentation is a fundamental step

in analyzing video sequence content and in devising methods
for efficient access, retrieval and browsing of large video
databases. Shot boundary detection is an important task in
managing video databases for indexing, browsing, search,
summarization and other content-based operations. A video
shot is defined as a sequence of frames captured by one camera
in a single continuous action in time and space [1]. Usually it
is a group of frames that have consistent visual characteristics
(including color, texture and motion). Video shots are the
basic structural building blocks of a video sequence. Their
boundaries need to be determined possibly automatically to
allow content-based video manipulation.

Early work on shot detection was mainly focused on abrupt
cuts. A comparison of existing methods is presented in [2],
[3]. In some early approaches a cut is detected when a certain
difference measure between consecutive frames exceeds a
threshold. The difference measure is computed either at a
pixel level or at a block level. Noticing the weakness of pixel
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difference methods (high sensitivity to object and camera mo-
tions), many researchers suggested the use of other measures
based on global information, such as intensity histograms or
color histograms [4]–[7]. The standard color histogram-based
algorithm and its variations are widely used for detecting
abrupt cuts. Even these histograms do not explicitly model
the image difference caused by large camera motion, and
thus, strictly speaking, are incapable to differentiate between
smooth camera motion/parameter changes and gradual scene
transitions. While the use of more complex features, such as
image edges or histograms or motion vectors [8] improves the
situation, it will only relieve but do not solve this problem [9].
The possibility of detecting abrupt cuts by measuring infor-
mation changes between adjacent images, quantized by mutual
information in gray-scale space of the images is followed in
[10]. In order to detect the video shot cut they are using
affine image registration for compensation of camera panning
and zooming. This makes the approach very computationally
expensive.

Gradual transitions such as dissolves, fade-ins, fade-outs
and wipes are examined in [11]–[17]. Such transitions are
generally more difficult to detect, due to camera and/or object
motions within a shot. A fade is a transition of gradual
decrease (fade-out) or increase (fade-in) of visual intensity.
Fades are widely used in TV footage and their appearance
generally signals a shot or story change. Therefore, their
detection is a very powerful tool for shot classification and
story summarization. Existing techniques for fade detection
proposed in the literature rely on twin thresholding [18] or
standard deviation of pixel intensities [2]. Hampapur et al
[19] suggested a shot detection scheme based on modeling
video edits. They computed a chromatic images by dividing
the intensity change of each pixel between two successive
frames by the intensity of the same pixel in the second frame.
During dissolves and fades, this chromatic image assumes a
reasonably constant value. This technique is very sensitive to
camera and object motion. Lienhart [2] proposed to locate first
all monochromatic frames in the video as potential start/end
points of fades. Monochromatic frames were identified as
frames with standard deviation of pixel intensities close to
zero. Fades were then detected by starting to search in both
directions for a linear increase in the standard deviation of
pixel intensity/color. An average true positive rate of 87% was
reported at a false alarm rate of 30%. An alternative approach
also based on the variance of pixel intensities was proposed
by Alattar [20]. Fades were detected first by recording all
negative spikes in the time series of the second order difference
of the pixel intensity variance, and then by ensuring that the
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first order difference of the mean of the video sequence was
relatively constant next to the above mentioned negative spike.
A combination of both approaches is described in Truong et al.
[21]. These methods have a relatively high false detection rate.
Moreover, even if the existing methods based on histograms
[22] detect scene changes correctly, they cannot detect fades
and other gradual video transitions.

Key frames provide a suitable video summarization and a
framework for video indexing, browsing and retrieval. The use
of key frames greatly reduces the amount of data required in
video indexing and provides an organizational framework for
dealing with the video content. A lot of research work has
been done in key frame extraction [23]–[25]. The simplest
proposed methods are choosing only one frame for each shot
(usually the first one), regardless of the complexity of visual
content. The more sophisticated approaches take into account
visual content, motion analysis and shot activity [26]. These
approaches either do not effectively capture the major visual
content or are computationally expensive.

In this paper, we propose a new approach for shot boundary
detection in the uncompressed image domain based on the mu-
tual information and the JE between consecutive video frames.
Mutual information is a measure of information transported
from one frame to another one. It is used for detecting abrupt
cuts, where the image intensity or color is abruptly changed.
A large video content difference between two frames, showing
weak inter-frame dependency leads to a low MI. The entropy
measure provides us with better results, because it exploits the
inter-frame information flow in a more compact way than a
frame subtraction. In the case of a fade-out, where the visual
intensity is usually decreasing to a black image, the decreasing
inter-frame joint entropy is used for detection. In case of a
fade-in, the increasing JE is used for detection. The application
of these entropy-based techniques for shot cut detection was
experimentally proven to be very efficient, since they produce
false acceptance rates very close to zero.

The proposed method was also favorably compared to other
recently proposed shot cut detection techniques. At first, we
compared the JE metric for fade detection to the technique
proposed by Lienhart [2] relying on the standard deviation
of pixel intensities. Finally, we compared our algorithm for
abrupt cut detection based on MI to two techniques relying
on histograms. The first one [22] combines two shot boundary
detection schemes based on color frame differences and color
vector histogram differences between successive frames. The
second technique [2] uses one of the most reliable variants of
histogram-based detection algorithms.

We propose also a method for extracting key frames from
each shot using already calculated MI values. The mutual
information expresses the changes in the shot and thus, the
selected key frames capture well the visual content of the shot.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, a brief description of the MI and the JE as well
as a definition of abrupt cuts and fades are presented. The
description of our approach and its computational complexity
are addressed in Section 3. In Section 4, the method for
key frame extraction is described. Experimental results are
presented and commented in Section 5 and conclusions are

drawn in Section 6.

II. BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS

A. Mutual information

Let X be a discrete random variable with a set of pos-
sible outcomes AX = {a1, a2, ..aN} having probabilities
{p1, p2, ..pN}, with pX(x = ai) = pi, pi ≥ 0 and∑

xεAX
pX(x) = 1. Entropy measures the information content

or ”uncertainty” of X and it is given by [27], [28]:

H(X) = −
∑

x∈AX

pX(x) log pX(x). (1)

The joint entropy of X , Y is expressed as:

H(X, Y ) = −
∑

x,y∈AX,AY

pXY (x, y) log pXY (x, y) (2)

where pXY (x, y) is the joint probability density function. For
two random variables X and Y , the conditional entropy of Y
given X is written H(Y |X) and is defined as:

H(Y |X) =
∑

x∈AX

pX(x)H(Y |X = x) =

= −
∑

x,y∈AX,AY

pXY (x, y) log pXY (x|y) (3)

where pXY (x|y) denotes conditional probability. The condi-
tional entropy H(Y |X) is the uncertainty in Y given knowl-
edge of X . It specifies the amount of information that is gained
by measuring a variable and already knowing another one. It
is very useful if we want to know if there is a functional
relationship between two data sets. Conditional entropy has
the following properties:

• H(X |Y ) ≤ H(X)
• H(X |Y ) = H(Y |X)
• H(X |Y ) = 0 ⇔ X = f(Y )

The mutual information between the random variables X and
Y is given by:

I(X, Y ) = −
∑

x,y∈AX,AY

pXY (x, y) log
pXY (x, y)

pX(x)pY (y)
(4)

and measures the amount of information conveyed by X about
Y . Some important properties of the MI are:

• I(X, Y ) ≥ 0.
• For both independent and zero entropy sources X and Y :

I(X, Y ) = 0.
• I(X, Y ) = I(Y, X)
• The relation between the MI and the JE of random

variables X and Y is given by:

I(X, Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X, Y ) (5)

where H(X) and H(Y ) are the marginal entropies of X
and Y .

• The MI is a measure of the additional information known
about one expression pattern when given another as is
given by

I(X, Y ) = H(X) − H(X |Y ). (6)
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According to (5), the MI not only provides us with a measure
of correspondence between X and Y but also takes into
account the information carried by each frame at their overlap.
By these means, MI decreases when the amount of shared
information between H(X) and H(Y ) is small. We can
also see from (6) that the MI will reduce if X carries no
information about Y .

B. Video Cuts and Fades

A video shot cut (abrupt cut) is an instantaneous content
transition from one shot to the next one. It is obtained by
simply concatenating two different shots without the use of
any other transition effect. The cut boundaries show an abrupt
change in image intensity or color. Cuts between shots with
little content or camera motion and constant illumination
conditions can be easily detected by looking for sharp intensity
changes. However, in the presence of fast object motion, cam-
era motion or illumination changes, it is difficult to distinguish
if intensity changes are due to shot content changes or a shot
cut [18].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Consecutive frames from “news” video sequence showing: (a) a
fade-out;(b) a fade-in.

A fade-out is a video transition determining the progressive
darkening of a shot until the last frame becomes black, as can
be seen in Figure 1a. A fade-in allows the gradual transition
from a black frame to the fully illuminated one, as shown in
Figure 1b. Fades spread the boundary between two shots across
a number of consecutive video frames. They have both start
and end frames identifying the transition sequence. In both
cases (fade-in, fade-out) fades can be mathematically modeled
as luminance scaling operations. If G(x, y, t) is a gray scale
sequence and ls is the length of the transition sequence, an
intensity scaling of G(x, y, t) is modeled as [18]:

f(x, y, t) = G(x, y, t) · (1 − t

ls
) t ∈ [t0, t0 + ls] (7)

Therefore, fade-out is modeled by:

f(x, y, t) = G1(x, y, t) · ( l1 − t

l1
) (8)

and fade-in by:

f(x, y, t) = G2(x, y, t) · ( t

l2
) (9)

III. SHOT DETECTION

In our approach, the MI and the JE between two successive
frames are calculated separately for each of the RGB compo-
nents. Let us consider that the video sequence gray levels vary
from 0 to N − 1. At frame f t three N × N matrices CR

t,t+1,
CG

t,t+1 and CB
t,t+1 are created carrying information on the gray

level transitions between frames ft and ft+1. In the case of the
R component, the element CR

t,t+1(i, j), with 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1
and 0 ≤ j ≤ N − 1, corresponds to the probability that a pixel
with gray level i in frame ft has gray level j in frame ft+1.
By the other words, CR

t,t+1(i, j) is a number of pixels which
change from gray level i in frame ft to gray level j in frame
ft+1, divided by the number of pixels in the video frame.
Following equation (4), the mutual information I R

t,t+1 of the
transition from frame ft to frame ft+1 for the R component
is expressed by:

IR
t,t+1 = −

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

CR
t,t+1(i, j) log

CR
t,t+1(i, j)

CR
t (i)CR

t+1(j)
. (10)

The total MI is defined as:

It,t+1 � IR
t,t+1 + IG

t,t+1 + IB
t,t+1. (11)

By using the same considerations, the JE H R
t,t+1 of the

transition from frame ft to frame ft+1, for the R component,
is given by:

HR
t,t+1 = −

N−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

CR
t,t+1(i, j) logCR

t,t+1(i, j). (12)

The total JE is defined as:

Ht,t+1 � HR
t,t+1 + HG

t,t+1 + HB
t,t+1. (13)

A. Abrupt shot cut detection

A small value of the MI It,t+1 indicates the existence
of a cut between frames ft and ft+1. Basically, in this
context, abrupt cut detection is the outlier detection in an
one-dimensional MI signal given by (11) [29]. In order to
detect possible shot cuts, an adaptive thresholding approach
was employed. Local MI mean values on an one-dimensional
temporal window W of size NW are obtained at each time
instance tc without considering the current value Itc,tc+1 at
the current window center tc [29]:

Ītc =
1

NW

∑
t∈W
t�=tc

It,t+1 (14)

The quantity Ītc/Itc,tc+1 is then compared to a threshold εc

in order to detect the peaks, which correspond to the shot
cuts. Threshold εc was chosen experimentally. An example of
abrupt cut detection using MI is illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Time series of the MI from “ABC news” video sequence showing
abrupt cuts and one fade.
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Fig. 3. The joint entropy signal from “CNN news” video sequence showing
a fade-out and fade-in to the next shot.

B. Fade detection

Since MI decreases when the transmitted information from
one frame to another is small (in case of cuts and fades)
the JE (13) is employed, to efficiently distinguish fades from
cuts. The JE measures the amount of information carried by
the union of these frames. Therefore, its value decreases only
during fades, where a weak amount of inter-frame information
is present. The pattern showing fade out and fade in is
shown on Figure 3. Thus, only the values of H t,t+1 below
a certain threshold εf are examined. These values correspond
to the black frames. The instance, where the JE is at a local
minimum, is detected and is characterized as the end time
instance te of the fade-out. At this point the frame has become
black, it does not carry any information. The next step consists
in searching for the fade-out start point ts in the previous
frames using the criterion:

Hts,ts+1 − Hts−1,ts

Hts−1,ts − Hts−2,ts−1
≥ T (15)

where T is a predefined threshold which guarantees that, at
start point ts, the JE starts decreasing. In order to handle a spe-
cific type of video sequences where the frame content remains
exactly the same for two or three consecutive frames, due to
the chosen video digitalization procedure (typically a reduced
digitization frame rate), we check the possible increase of JE
values up to the third frame. The same procedure also applies
for fade-in detection (with ts being detected at first). Finally,
since the fade has boundary spread across number of frames,
the segment is considered as a fade only if te − ts ≥ 2,
otherwise it is labeled as a cut. An example of JE signal
showing a fade-out detection is presented in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. The joint entropy signal from “basketball” video sequence showing
a fade-out and a transition from a black frame to the next shot.

C. Computational complexity

The computational complexity of these algorithms consist
of calculating three histograms for each color component R,
G, B for two consecutive frames. If the frame size is n pixels
than we need n additions to calculate one histogram. First we
need to calculate 3 histograms, which consist of 3n additions.
We also need another 3N 2 multiplications, (N −1)2 additions
and N 2 logarithm calculations for computing (10), where N
is number of video sequence gray levels separately for R, G
and B color channels. Thus, for calculation the MI between
two frames O(n + N 2) additions, O(N 2) multiplications and
O(N2) logarithm calculations are needed. The same order of
computational complexity is needed for the calculation of JE,
namely 3(n + (N − 1)2) + 2 additions, 3N 2 multiplications
and 3N 2 logarithm calculations.

IV. KEY FRAME SELECTION

After the temporal segmentation of a video sequence to
shots, the key frames can be selected from each shot for
video indexing. Our approach uses MI values, which provided
us information about content changes between consecutive
frames in the shot. Let us have a video shot having NL frames
s = {f1, f2, ..., fNL} obtained by our method for shot cut
detection [30] described in the section III. Let the MI values
in this shot be Is = {I1,2, I2,3, ..., INL−1,NL}. In order to find
if the content in the shot changes significantly, the standard
deviation σIs of the MI within this shot is calculated. The
value σIs is compared to predefined threshold ε. If σIs < ε,
we assume that the content did not change significantly during
the shot. Thus, any frame can effectively represent the visual
content. Such a shot can present for example, a anchor person
in a news video sequence. In this case, the first or a middle
frame is selected as key frame.

In the case of bigger content changes within the shot, the
shot must be described by more than one key frame. This is
done by a split-merge approach. The MI values in the shot
are divided into clusters {ci}K

i=1, where K is a number of
clusters obtained after the split-merge algorithm. The threshold
parameter δ controls the number of created frame clusters.
Initially, all the MI values in the shot are assigned to the one
cluster c1 = {I1,2, I2,3, ..., INL−1,NL}. The standard deviation
σc1 of these values in the cluster is compared to the predefined
threshold δ. If it exceeds the threshold, σc1 > δ, all the MI val-
ues are split in two clusters: c11 = {I1,2, I2,3, ..., INL

2 −1,
NL
2
}

and c12 = {INL
2 ,

NL
2 +1

, INL
2 +1,

NL
2 +2

, ..., INL−1,NL}. The al-
gorithm works recursively till the standard deviation of the
MI values in the cluster is smaller than the given threshold δ.
Then, consecutive clusters are checked for possible merging.
If the standard deviation of two consecutive clusters is smaller
than threshold δ, these clusters are merged. This way, all
frames from the given shot are split to clusters, depending
on the MI values. After this procedure, only those clusters
having enough frames are considered as key clusters [26] and
a representative frame is extracted from this cluster as the
potential key frame. In this paper, key cluster should have
more than NL/(K ∗ 2) frames, where N is number of frames
in the shot and K is number of clusters. In [26] a key cluster
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should have at least NL/K frames. However, in the case when
we have only 2 clusters, this method will discard the smaller
one, which is not acceptable. For each key cluster the most
representative frame is taken as a potential key frame. The
most representative frame is the one which maximizes inter-
frame mutual information in the cluster:

fkey = argmax
f̄

( 1
Nj

Nj∑
i

f̄ �=fi

If̄ ,fi

)
(16)

where Nj is number of frames in the cluster, we call this frame
median frame. An example of this procedure can be seen in
Figure 5.

Fig. 5. The MI signal from “star” video sequence presenting the clusters
created by split-merge method. The selected potential key frames from each
cluster is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Potential key frames from “star” video sequence extracted from each
cluster of the shot.

After extracting potential key frames {ki}K
i=1 from the shot

s, we try to reduce the number of key frames that represent the
shot. To do this, these key frames are compared to each other
by calculating their MI using (11). If the content of the key
frames is similar enough (as indicated by a high MI value),
the shot can be presented by less key frames. Therefore, if
Iki,ki+1 > ε, where ε is a predefined threshold, only the frame
ki+1 is considered to be a key frame and is compared to the
next potential key frame ki+2. Otherwise, both frames ki and
ki+1 are taken as key frames and ki+1 is further compared to
the others potential key frames {ki+2, . . . , kK}. An example
can be seen in Figure 6. After calculating the MI between these
frames, only the first frame (frame number 1904) was selected
as a key frame to represent content of the shot. This procedure
of the reduction of key frame number enhances the robustness
of our method to the choice of threshold δ used in the split-
merge procedure. Let us note that we are not interested only
in picking the fewest possible key frames but also in picking

good key frames that are visually and possibly semantically
important.

The reduction of the number of key frames can be done by
using Median LVQ [31]. This way, we can handle the problem
when the potential key frames are similar in the beginning and
in the end of the shot. At first we assign all the potential key
frames to one cluster c1. Then the key frame that maximizes
inter-frame MI is chosen as representative key frame k1 of
this cluster. We find the key frame k, which minimizes the MI
between the representative key frame k1 and other key frames.
If this MI is below a given threshold, we split the cluster to the
two. The key frame k, is chosen as a representative k2 for new
cluster c2. Then we reassign the rest of key frames to these
two clusters. If the MI of a key frame and the representative
k2 is higher than MI of this key frame and the representative
k1 of the cluster c1 we assign this key frame to the cluster
c2. We repeat this procedure recursively, till we find all key
frames.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed method was tested on several TV sequences
(see Table I) containing many commercials, characterized
by significant camera parameter changes like zoom-ins/outs,
pans, abrupt camera movements as well as significant object
and camera motion inside single shots. The video sequences
contain film, sport, studio news, advertisements, political talks
and TV series logos. These 4 video sequences “basketball”,
“news”, “football” and “movie” totaled about 30 min, their
frame size varying between 176× 112 and 176 × 144 pixels.
These videos have a specific digitization feature: they frame
content changes every 3rd frame instead of every frame. For
each video sequence, a human observer determined the precise
locations and duration of the transitions to be used as ground
truth.

TABLE I

THE VIDEO SET USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTS.

video frames cuts fade-ins fade-outs
basketball 3882 44 7 4

news 9446 40 6 6
football 5589 28 0 0
movie 19722 147 0 0

TREC video sequences
6 debate videos 125977 230 0 0

4 CNN news videos 209978 1287 57 57
4 ABC news videos 206144 1269 64 69

To enable future comparison with other boundary detec-
tion techniques, newscasts from the reference video test set
TRECVID 2003 was added to the testing set, containing
video sequences of more than 6 hours duration that has been
digitized with a frame rate of 29.97fps at a resolution of
352× 264 pixels. We used spatially downsampled frames for
our experiments with resolution 176 × 132 pixels to speed
up calculations. The ground truth provided by TRECVID was
used for these video sequences.

In order to evaluate the performance of the shot cut detection
method presented in Section III, the following measures were
used, inspired by the receiver operating characteristics in
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Fig. 7. The recall-precision graph obtained for shot cut detection method
by varying threshold εc in the range [1.7, 6.5].

statistical detection theory [3], [32]. Let GT denote the ground
truth, Det the detected (correct and false) shots cuts using
our methods. The following performance measures have been
used:

• the Recall measure, also known as the true positive
function or sensitivity, that corresponds to the ratio of
correct experimental detections over the number of all
true detections:

Recall =
|Det

⋂
GT |

|GT | ; (17)

where |GT | denotes the cardinality of set GT
• the Precision measure defined as the ratio of correct ex-

perimental detections over the number of all experimental
detections:

Precision =
|Det

⋂
GT |

|Det| . (18)

For our experiments we used the size of temporal window
NW = 3. We have tested the method with several choices of
threshold εc. The recall-precision curve obtained by changing
threshold εc is shown in Figure 7. The experimental tests,
performed using a common prefixed threshold (ε c = 3.1)
for all video sequences are summarized in Table II (MI
method). The elapsed time for obtaining results (abrupt cuts
and fades) for one video sequence having 51384 frames was
1517 seconds. Thus, the algorithm can operate in real time for
the raw video sequence. The large majority of the cuts were
correctly detected even in the case of the video sequences,
which contain fast object and camera movements. A part of
the video sequence showing a cut between two shots involving
high content motion that was successfully detected by the
proposed method is presented in Figure 8. A snapshot of
the “football” sequence is shown in Figure 9, where a big
object appears in front of the camera. This case is wrongly
characterized by existing methods as a transition, whereas our
method correctly does not detect a transition.

Sensitivity to camera flashes is shown on Figure 10. Fig-
ure 10a, 10b show the color histogram difference and MI
respectively, calculated for the same part of video sequence
containing a lot of camera flashes. Notice that the MI metric
is significantly less sensitive to shot illumination changes

Fig. 8. Consecutive frames from “football” video sequence showing an
abrupt cut between two shots coupled with large video object motion.

Fig. 9. Consecutive frames from “football” video sequence showing a big
object appearance in front of the camera during panning.

(camera flashes) even in the RGB color space compared to
histogram-based methods. This is clear from (6) and the
properties of conditional entropy. In case of camera flash
occurrence, the main information transported from one frame
to the next one is preserved, which means that they differ only
in luminance by a certain amount. Thus, from properties of
conditional entropy H(X |Y ) ∼= 0 and accordingly I(X, Y ) ∼=
H(X). In the case of shot cuts the two frames are independent
and there is no information transported between them, which
means I(X, Y ) = 0. In the case of histogram comparisons, the
camera flashes sometimes produce more significant peaks than
the peaks corresponding to cuts, which cause false detections.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. A part of video sequence containing many camera flashes. (a) color
histogram comparison and (b) mutual information calculated for the same
part of video sequence.

The obtained results are better than the results for shot cut
detections reported in the TRECVID2003 competition [33].
The best reported abrupt cut detection results for recall and
precision are 93% and 95% respectively, whereas our method
produces 97% recall and 95% precision. Most false detections
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TABLE II

FIXED THRESHOLD SHOT CUT DETECTION RESULTS.

Combined Color histogram
MI method histogram method method

video Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision

basketball 1.00 1.00 0.91 0.97 0.52 0.85
news 0.96 1.00 0.96 0.98 0.80 0.89

football 0.93 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.68 0.68
movie 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.98 0.87 0.93

6 debate videos 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.87 1.00
4 CNN news 0.96 0.96 0.87 0.83 0.85 0.84
4 ABC news 0.97 0.94 0.85 0.81 0.87 0.73

TREC total 0.97 0.95 0.87 0.83 0.86 0.80

were caused by corrupted parts of video sequences, where
a sequence of exactly the same frames is followed by a
significantly different frame. This case is shown in Figure
11. In some cases, false detections appeared in the case
of commercials where artistic camera edits were used. The
missed shot cut detections were caused mainly by shot changes
between two images with very similar spatial color distribution
(Figure 12a) or if the shot change occurred only in a part of
the video frame (Figure 12b). Some video sequences contained
a special type of hard cut, which contained one transitional
frame (“cut in two frames”). In this case, the MI shows a
double peak, which was not always a strong one. Therefore,
in some cases, its use caused misdetection. Such fake peaks
could be caused, for example, by flash. This drawback could
be improved by a pre-processing stage, where all double MI
peaks would be checked for the possibility of corresponding
to a hard cut, by comparing the previous and the successive
frame. In case the MI value is still small, we can modify it to
become a single peak.

Fig. 11. A mutual information of temporally subsampled video sequence.

We compared our algorithm to the technique proposed in

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Consecutive frames from video sequences presenting abrupt cuts,
which caused missed shot cut detection: a) shot changes between two images
with very similar spatial color distribution and b) shot change occurs only in
a part of the video frame.

[22]. This approach combines two shot boundary detection
schemes based on color frame differences and color vector
histogram differences between successive frames. It is claimed
to detect shot boundaries efficiently even under strong video
edit effects and camera motion. This method operates in the
HLS color space and ignores luminance information in order
to overcome the possible drawback of histogram sensitivity
to shot illumination changes. The results of this algorithm
applied on the same video sequences are summarized in
Table II (second and third columns). Several false shot cut
detections were performed due to camera flashes. Although
this approach has a high shot cut detection rate, it is generally
lower compared to that of our proposed technique (Table II; MI
method). Our technique is robust to the detection of shots with
small length, occurring particularly during TV advertisements.
Out of the falsely detected cuts, about 10% of them come from
other types of transitions which were detected by chance.

Another algorithm, that was used for comparison purposes
is the so-called color histogram-based shot boundary detection
algorithm [2]. It is one of the most reliable variants of
histogram-based detection algorithms. Hard cuts and other
short-lasting transitions are detected as single peaks in the
time series of the differences between color histograms of
contiguous frames or of frames lying at a certain distance k
apart. A hard cut is detected if only the i-th color histogram
difference value exceeds a certain threshold φ within a local
environment of a given radius of frame f i. A global threshold-
ing is used. In order to cope with the particular type of hard
cut, which consists of one transitional frame, double peaks
were modified into single peaks in a pre-processing stage.
Table II (fifth and sixth columns) shows the results obtained
by this method with threshold φ = 0.4. One can see that,
in general, the results are poorer than those of our proposed
method using MI, they are even lower than the results obtained
by the combined histogram method.

The same measures (17) and (18) have been used for the
evaluation of fade detection performance. The spatial overlap
precision has been used as well defined as:

Spatial Overlap Precision =

=
1

|GT
⋂

Det|
|GT |∑
i=1

|Deti
⋂

GTi|
|Deti

⋃
GTi| , (19)

where GTi is a subset of GT , which represents the duration
of one fade. Overlap is considered to be a strong measure for
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TABLE III

EVALUATION OF FADE DETECTION BY THE PROPOSED JOINT ENTROPY METHOD.

video fade-ins fade-outs
Recall Precision Overlap Recall Precision Overlap

basketball 1.00 1.00 0.78 1.00 1.00 0.90
news 1.00 1.00 0.71 1.00 1.00 0.85

4 CNN news 1.00 0.84 0.83 1.00 0.84 0.86
4 ABC news 0.93 0.90 0.74 0.92 0.92 0.75

detection accuracy, since, for example, a shot of length NL

shifted by one frame results in only NL−1
NL

overlap.

Fig. 13. The recall-precision graph obtained for fade detection method by
varying threshold εf in the range [0.01, 1.5] and choosing T = 3.

The fade detection method was tested for several choices of
threshold εf . The recall-precision curve obtained by changing
threshold εf is shown in Figure 13. The experimental tests,
performed using a common prefixed thresholds (ε f = 0.15
and T = 3) for all video sequences are summarized in
Table III. Using this setup, the fade boundaries were detected
within a precision of ±2 frames. In most cases, the boundaries
toward black frames were recognized without any error. The
robustness of the JE measure in fade detection and, especially,
in avoiding false fade detections is illustrated in Figures 14
and 15. The use of JE for detecting fades is robust in case
big objects move in front of the camera, that can cause severe
occlusion and a blank frame in the video sequence. In our
experiments, the threshold was set to a very low value to avoid
false detections (see Figure 15). Some fade detections were
missed when there was noise in the black frame or when the
fading was not complete and the end frame was just very dark
gray instead of black. In the TRECVID competition, only the
abrupt cuts and the gradual transitions are evaluated separately.
Therefore, we cannot make comparison of our results to those
of other TRECVID participants.

Our method for fade detection was compared to the ap-
proach proposed in [2] that is based on the standard deviation
of pixel intensities (SD method) and claims to detect fades
with high detection rate and to determine fade boundaries
with high precision. In order to obtain results three differ-
ent parameters have to be set: minimal required length of
a fade, minimal required correlation and maximal allowed
standard deviation of the pixel color values in the first/last
monochrome frame of a fade. We used the default setup of

Fig. 14. The joint entropy signal from “star” video sequence representing
no fades.

Fig. 15. The joint entropy signal from “news” video sequence having 2
fades.

the parameters in the algorithm, as proposed in [2], since it
was referred that this choice attains the best performance. As
can be seen in Table IV, several fades were not correctly
detected by this method. You can notice a very low recall
in case of “basketball” and “news” video sequences, which
was caused by the video content change every 3rd frame.
The above mentioned observations were also confirmed by
the starting/ending frame location estimation provided by our
JE approach and the SD technique and their error statistics
are presented in Tables V and VI respectively. For all fades
(Table I), the starting and ending frames were detected by
both methods and the location errors were calculated. The
JE proposed method provided superior performance than the
SD method in median and mean error values and presented
no errors in fade-out end point detection. Furthermore, the
significantly smaller maximum errors of the JE technique with
regard to those of the SD method illustrate the robustness of
our algorithm.

After the video was segmented to video shots, we applied
our method for key frame selection on the video sequences.
In the case of shots without significant content changes, our
method successfully chose only one frame, even if more
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TABLE IV

EVALUATION OF FADE DETECTION BY THE SD METHOD [2].

video fade-ins fade-outs
Recall Precision Overlap Recall Precision Overlap

basketball 0.14 1.00 0.41 0.50 1.00 0.85
news 0.17 1.00 0.54 0.17 1.00 0.65

4 CNN news 0.96 0.84 0.70 1.00 0.71 0.87
4 ABC news 1.00 0.88 0.68 0.97 0.87 0.81

TABLE V

FADE LOCATION ERROR STATISTICS FOR THE PROPOSED JE METHOD (IN FRAME NUMBERS).

effects fade-outs fade-ins
frame fs fe fs fe

median bias 2 0 0 2
mean bias ± s. dev. 2.3 ± 1.7 0.2 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.6 2.6 ±2.6

max bias 9 1 2 10

TABLE VI

FADE LOCATION ERROR STATISTICS FOR THE SD METHOD (IN FRAME NUMBERS).

effects fade-outs fade-ins
frame fs fe fs fe

median bias 1 1 1.5 1
mean bias ± s. dev. 1.7 ± 2.3 1.3 ± 0.9 1.8 ± 2.2 2.9 ± 3.0

max bias 8 4 4 9

potential key frames were extracted after clustering. For shots
with big content changes, usually due to camera or object
motions, more key frames were selected, depending on visual
complexity of the shot. An example of key frames extracted
from one shot with more complicated content can be seen in
Figure 16. The selected key frames of a certain video sequence
are shown in Figure 17. Thus, our method captures the shot
content very well.

Fig. 16. Examples of key frames selected by our method from “star” video
sequence to represent visual content of one shot.

Fig. 17. Examples of key frames extracted by our method from “star” video
sequence.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel technique for shot transitions detection is presented.
We propose a new method for detecting abrupt cuts and
fades using the MI and the JE measures respectively. The
accuracy of our approach was experimentally shown to be
very high. Experiments illustrated that fade detection using

the JE can efficiently differentiate fades from cuts, pans, object
or camera motion and other types of video scene transitions,
while most of the methods reported in the current literature
fail to characterize these kinds of transitions. The method was
successfully compared to other methods reported in literature.
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